
  

 

At M.C. Miller Middle School Mrs. 

Burns and the 2019-2020 8th Grade 

students, entered a nationwide 

poetry contest entitled Through their 

Eyes.  In Mrs. Burns’ ELA 8 class they 

were given the challenge to step into the 

shoes of someone or something else and write a poem, from that perspective. 

 

Students applied for the contest December of 2019 and were able to discuss, write, 

draft, revise, start over, and write again over a 3-month period, just before the 

Pandemic. Mrs. Burns guided the students in the revision process, but also had to 

encourage the reluctant writers that anyone can write. Many of those student’s 

won! This acknowledgement came at a time when students truly needed self-

confidence in writing, they were overjoyed when they heard the news! 

 

When we exited in March, many of the students had to anxiously wait, while the 

judging was on hold. Young Writer’s was established in 1991 in a small warehouse 

in Eastern England and has blossomed into a worldwide brand! There were over 

5,000 entries! Out of the 76 Miller applicants 32 were awarded a National 

Certificate of Young Writing. Their poems will be published in the Anthology 

entitled Through Their Eyes: Teen Verse and they will be eligible to win a 

$100.00 cash prize. The cash prize will only be awarded to 5 young writes that 

display creativity, point of view, craft, and voice. I hope that the community will 

take a moment to read their reactions and comments when they found out that they 

had won. We wish them luck for the March 2021Contest. 

 

Here are the M. Clifford Miller Middle School Published Young Writers: 
Lisa Vargas, Dayna Blackman, Ruby Finch, Jasmin Fuentes, Evangeline Burnett, Arianna Griffin, Kaiden 

Stade, Christopher Ferguson, Aina Anjum, Claudia Tochtman, Reese Peters, Gianni Biene-Aime, Mike 

Stalter, Eric Johnson, Logan Hart,Annalise Attanasio, Paige Wenderworth, Stacey Casteneda, Savannah 

Kranenburg, Morgan Acker, Aila Dart, Lilly Ortiz, Aviyonna Smith, Madison Velders, Samuel Martinez, 

Brooke Rosendahl, and Josh Sandoval. 

 
 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Season’s Upbringing 
The diagnosis can’t 

determine the thoughts 

 in a person’s head 

Life is not about the sound  

of the wind or the sight of the 

snow 

 Late nights and early 

mornings,  

the happy memories and the 

sad thoughts 

They think about the mother 

that failed  

to care for them 

They think about the father 

that could not hold  

the strength to stay alive. 

The music that nurtures 

places deep within 

Music soothes 

incomprehensible pain  

By Brooke Rosendahl 

 

Time is rushing. 
People are judging. 

The time to make my decisions  

is coming too soon. 

As children are sitting at home 

late;   

night watching the moon.  

I’m sitting at home stressing about  

what the future may bring,  

in my little cocoon. 

In today’s world, it is hard to 

succeed. 

Now that my life is in full speed,  

I must prepare myself for growth. 

And all by myself, sail my own 

boat. 

By Annaliese Attanasio 
 

Behind the Mask 

By Asia Lebon 13 

 

I’m known as the city 

Who never sleeps, my buildings 

And lights bringing amazement 

To all. You’ll skate and fall 
And get back up, but the 

trash on the ground 

Could never say the 
same 

I have countless buildings 

Tall and low 
But yet people still live on my 

streets. 

Nobody ever notices though 

The sky far 
too black to 

even see. 

I cry for help everyday, 
but all the hustling and bustling 

makes me hard to hear. 
 


